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They are speaking of the powerful works of God to all of us in
our own language
Acts 2:11 (New Life Version-NLV)
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Introduction

Welcome to the GRN 2019 Annual Report.
Thank you for your interest in GRN. It is a great privilege to be involved in
Telling the Good News of Jesus in every language.
The numbers and statistics in this report don’t tell the whole story. Even
the stories and testimonies only just scratch the surface. They don’t
describe the efforts of field staff to make contacts, build relationships,
agree on what needs to be recorded, find language helpers, translate and
adapt scripts and actually make the recordings etc. They don’t describe the
back-office work of our Global Studio and Information Systems team that
not only support the work but ensure that our audio archive is available to
the world. They don’t tell you of the hundreds of people and organisations
who use our material – that we rarely hear about.
However, I hope this report tells you enough… enough to be encouraged
and praise God, enough to keep praying and share with us in this
wonderful ministry.

Graydon Colville
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International Director

GRN Stories
Tibetan Miracle
Tashi travelled from his Tibetan village, perched on the Himalayan mountains, to the city to attend Buddhist school. He left his wife and family behind and set about
preparing himself to become a lama (Buddhist priest). While studying, Tashi met a Christian man and started hearing the Gospel for the first time. He was confused about
the different things he was learning about Buddhism and Christianity.
He soon met a second Christian who told the same story as the first and Tashi decided that he needed to understand Christianity. He took a two months break from his
studies to investigate the Gospel more seriously. Tashi put his faith in Jesus Christ and never returned to Buddhist school. He then volunteered to work in a Christian
children’s home.
Tashi returned to his village and was keen to share his new discovery with them. The villagers knew that he was now a
Christian and would not allow him to come home. So Tashi went back to the city. Some of the villagers were unable to
keep their children, and Tashi soon had four children living with him. It was at this point that GRN staff met Tashi. He was
unable to support himself but was caring for these children. He was also going back to his village, taking clothes and
medicine, and trying to take the Gospel as well – without success.
In 2011 GRN entered into a partnership with the Bible Society of Australia. This allowed the GRN team to distribute large
quantities of recordings and picture books. GRN had recordings in Tashi’s own language. Tashi returned to his village with
medicine, old clothes, and this time with GRN recordings in his village’s own language along with picture books to illustrate
the message.
Hearing the good news in their own language, the villagers welcomed Tashi home and listened with great interest. It was
the first time he had been welcomed back. The villagers gave him a place to stay. They were so keen to have their own
audio players and picture books that they traded eggs and chickens to get their own copy of the Gospel message from him.
Tashi went back to his village soon afterwards with vegetable seeds, clothes, medicine, and more recordings and picture books. Donkeys were hired for the long and
arduous trek along narrow mountain trails. Two donkeys lost their footing and fell off the trail – they and their loads were never seen again.
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GRN Stories
Tibetan Miracle continued…
They arrived in the village and were welcomed along with their cargo. People continued to hear the good news with great interest. Soon the chief lama realised that Tashi
was bringing Christianity into his village. He was angry. Tashi, along with the message, were again banished.
However, 11 young men wanted to learn more. They left the village and met with Tashi in the city for two weeks of intensive instruction in the Gospel. At the end of the
time, seven wanted to be baptised. When the day of the baptisms came a strike was called in the city. There was no way they could reach the church to be baptised. A
bath was found, but it leaked, so plastic sheeting was found to line the tub. Finally all was ready, and the seven young Tibetan men were baptised and the event was
celebrated.
The men went home. As they approached their village they were stopped and forbidden to enter. They called their GRN friend.
He didn’t know what to do and so they prayed. Tashi decided that he was going back to his village and if they killed him, he
would die. He set off on the journey.
Two days from home he met the recently baptised men who accompanied him. When they arrived at the village, the chief lama
was drunk. He pulled out his knife and went to stab Tashi. As he swung the knife, he fell off the cliff edge he was standing near.
Tashi and the new Christians climbed down, rescued the drunken lama, dressed his wounds and carried him to his house. The
lama’s family was very impressed that they and not the other villagers came to his aid. When the chief lama came to and
understood what had happened, his heart was softened.
The recently baptised men were allowed to return to their families. The chief lama came to faith in Christ soon after this event and the entire village soon followed his
lead. Today three Tibetan villages are Christian as a result of these events. The villagers are now taking the good news to a fourth village using the GRN recordings and
picture materials. The village people are now constructing their own church building. The children’s home where Tashi worked is now providing a safe place and
education for more than twenty children in the city.

Tashi died a year or so ago. Leaders had been prepared in these villages and so the church continues to grow. We at GRN give thanks to God for the part He has enabled
us to play in these events. Praise the Lord.
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* actual name with held for security reasons

GRN Stories
Shining Light into Thailand
After receiving an urgent request to go and pray for a family who had received Christ, GRN Thailand team
member, Lot, travelled to Maehongson province in February with a team of Karen Sgaw ministry partners.
The GRN Motorbike Gospel Team (MGT) visited this family for the first time 4 years ago. There were no
Christians in this village. Two years ago the MGT visited this family again and gave them an MP3 player
with the Good News recording in Karen Sgaw. After receiving the recording, the family listened to it over
and over until recently the husband and wife decided to receive Jesus Christ as their Lord and Saviour.
The family contacted the MGT and asked the team to go and pray for them. With this good news, Lot and
the Karen team didn't waste any time, but went to visit the family. The journey was 9 hours and the team
was so encouraged when they arrived and heard the couple's testimony. The couple shared that they
didn't understand everything on the recording but the one thing they understood clearly and was the
cause for their decision to receive Christ, was their understanding that God is the great Creator. Previously,
they sacrificed pigs and chickens to the spirits who live in the trees and rivers, and to various demons. Now
they understand that God is the Creator of all of these things and therefore He is the only one they should
worship.
The MGT had a time of worship and prayer to God for this new believing couple and presented them to the church in a nearby village to look after. The team also visited
other families in the couple’s village who are interested in the Good News about God. Praise God for His evident work in the lives of the Karen Sgaw people in this
village.
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Available Now

Languages 6,476

Programs 14,211

Hours of audio
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9,500

Work completed in recording ministry as of Dec 2019

Highlights of
2019
LANGUAGES

PROGRAMS
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AUDIO

255 programs
42 languages including
9 new languages

1.3
hours
audio

25 hours
audio

41
hours
audio

19 hours
audio

61 programs
36 languages including
13 new languages

42
hours
audio
67 hours
audio

3 programs
2 languages including
1 new languages
22 programs
9 languages including
3 new languages
19 programs
4 languages including
0 new languages

AFRICA

ASIA

EUROPE

NORTH
AMERICA
OCEANIA

SOUTH

20 programs
13 languages including AMERICA
1 new languages
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Recording statistics by regions for Dec 2019

Distributed
Audio Media
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CDs

16,001

DVDs

780

SD Cards

6121

Digital
Downloads

Hours 1,569,912

Languages
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5857

From GRN website, 5fish Android, 5fish iOS

Distributed
Print Media
Flipcharts 5,270

Booklets 1,690

Pocket books 10,453
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Playback
Devices

Other players 3554
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Includes MP3, Saber, MegaVoice

Visit
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globalrecordings.net for more information

